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Sand Density Détermination Using Gamma Radiation

Mesure de la Densité des Sables au Moyen de Rayons Gamma 

J. Sk o pe k , Ing., Senior Assistant, Technical University of Prague, Czechoslovakia

Summary

Détermination of sand density in situ is based on the absorption of 
gamma radiation, which depends on the density of soil. The dose of 
radiation can be easily measured by means of small ionization 
chambers. For a measured dose, density of dry and saturated sand 
can be stated from a calibration curve.

Introduction

Static and dynamic characteristics o f sand depend primarily 

on the degree o f compactness o f the soil. The looseness or 

density of sand is expressed numerically by the relative density, 

which is a  relation between porosity in the loosest State, in the 

densest state and in the actual State in nature. The laboratory 

détermination o f the porosity o f sand is quite simple, while the 

field détermination o f the porosity is one o f the most difficult 

tests. Sand being well accessible and not saturated, the density 

can be stated by using a sand bottle or other similar instrument ; 

but if we test tbe sand in exploratory borings, o r in saturated 

state, then the direct détermination o f the density o f the sand is 

very troublesome, unreliable and needs spécial samplers and 

procédures. Therefore in this case we are satisfied with an 

indirect détermination o f the density by means o f the standard 

pénétration test. These tests are unsafe because the calibration 

conditions are not in agreement with the actual conditions in the 

field and therefore we must accept the fact that there does not 

exist a simple and reliable method for détermination o f the 

density of the sand in situ.

In the last few years the density o f soils has been investigated 

using gamma radiation (H o r o j e f f  and G o l d b e r g , 1953; 

Be r n h a r d  and Ch a s e k , 1953; V o m o c il , 1954; K o d o Cik o v  and 

Tu r j e v , 1955). These experiments have been based on the fact 

that the intensity o f  transm itted radiation depends upon the 

density of the soil. As a radiation source radioactive cobalt 

60, which emanates primarily gamma rays, has been used. As 

a detector for measuring transm itted radiation the Geiger tube 

has been used, which was connected by a coaxial cable to an 

electronic recording unit indicating the average rate of which 

gamma rays strike the tube. The value has been then calibrated 

against density o f the soil.
The results o f tests have shown that détermination o f  the 

density of soil using gamma radiation is possible, but appli

cation of this m ethod in the field meets with serious difficulties 

caused by electronic equipment. These scalers are very sensi

tive to shaking and that is why their transport to and from  the 

site is troublesome. F or a portable scaler we need usually three 

sets of batteries : the batteries do not ail run down a t the same 

rate and any change in voltage causes a change in counting rate. 

The scaler, which in laboratory conditions where the voltage can 

be stabilized works well, is not satisfactory in the field ; interpré

tation of the results is also difficult. Moreover, the apparatus 

itself is rather expensive and its use in soil mechanics labora- 

tories very limited.

Ail these troubles are eliminated if we use for measuring the 

intensity o f gamma radiation simple ‘thimble cham bers’, which
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are commonly used by radiologists. This article deals with the 

application o f thimble chambers to the measurement o f the 
density o f the sand.

Theory

If  the beam o f gamma rays penetrates the material, only part 

reaches the other side. This loss is produced by absorption o f 

gamma photons by combination o f four effects : Compton effect, 

photoelectric effect, pair production and photonuclear reaction. 

Using as an em itter o f gamma radiation radioactive cobalt 60, 

which emits gamma photons o f 1 -33 and 1 -17 MeV, we have a 

source which can be considered monoenergetic with a  mean 

photon energy o f  1-25 MeV and we can use a  fundamental 

équation indicating the am ount o f absorption o f gamma 
radiation :

I  =  / 0e - " *

where I  =  transm itted intensity o f energy beam (number o f 

photons passing through an absorber); I0 =  original intensity 

o f energy beam (number of incident photons); x  =  thickness 
o f absorber; and fi =  total linear absorption coefficient.

The total absorption coefficient includes the absorption efFect 

o f  the above mentioned four processes. In  the range o f 1 -25 

MeV and for elements o f low atomic weight we can neglect the 

photoelectric and photonuclear effect and pair production. 

The absorption o f gamma photons is then due only to Com pton 

effect. In  this case the coefficient o f total linear absorption is 

fj. =  or, where u =  mass absorption coefficient and r =  density 
o f  material.

The m ass abso rp tion  coefficients fo r energy 1 -25 MeV are : 

w ater, 0 055 cm 2/g ; air, 0 054 cm 2/g ; and  Silicon, 0-057 cm 2/g.

The mass absorption coefficients o f  materials composing sand 

are likely to be the same therefore the chemical composition o f 

sand should have practically no influence on the coefficient of 

total linear absorption, which is in this case proportional to the 

logarithm o f the transm itted intensity of energy beam. The 

greater the density o f  sand the greater will be the absorption 

efficiency, and the smaller will be the quantity o f  transmitted 

gamma photons. Consequently for the détermination o f  the 

density of sand it is sufficient to  state the quantity o f transmitted 

energy, which is compared with values obtained from cali

bration of the measuring set a t the same géométrie arrangement.

Necessary Equipment and Measuring Technique

F or the détermination o f the sand density we need a suitable 

source o f gamma radiation and measuring equipment. As a
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source o f gamma radiation cobalt 60 was used, a wire o f cobalt 

60 (2 millicurie* Jan. 1956) contained in a brass capsule was 

housed in a probe shown in Fig. la . The probe consists o f  a 

brass tube housing the capsule of cobalt 60, lead plugs are fitted 

a t each end. When not used the probe is inserted into a lead 

tube with walls 4 cm thick.

The radiation hazard in this case is very low, as the used

Line — 

PVC material

Thimble
chambers 55mm

Probe for60Co 
(a)

Probe for thimble chambers

(b)

Fig. 2 (a) Ionization chambers, (b) container for ionization 
chambers

(a) Les chambres ionisantes, (b) l’étui pour les chambres 
ionisantes

rays traverses a charged chamber the air in the chamber is 

ionized and discharged. The drop o f the potential o f the 

ionization chamber is proportional to the dose o f transm itted 
radiation.

Thimble chambers are produced in différent forms and 

arrangements. In  our case chambers which enclose a volume

* Millicurie is a measure of activity équivalent to 1 mg of radium.

o f 1 cm3 were used (Fig. 2a). Their walls were a mixture of 
graphite and bakelite with the outer diameter 1 -5 cm and length 

2-5 cm. The chambers were charged at 200 V by means of a 

simple charging unit. The measurements were always made 

simultaneously with two chambers which were inserted into a 

container o f plastic shown in Fig. 2b and Fig. lb .

The ionization chamber when not exposed to the radiation 

beam should not change its charge: actually, due to  defective 

insulation and to a very slight am ount o f ionization present at 

ail times in the air, the chamber is discharged. In  making 

exact observations we must correct this natural leak by 

calibration.

F or the détermination of the charge o f the ionization chamber 

we can use any sufficiently sensitive electrometer which can be 

suitably adapted. In  our case a norm al classical two-leaved 

W ulf electrometer was used. D uring the measuring the cham

ber was connected to an electrometer and together with the 

electrometer was charged to a known potential. The déviation 

o f the electrometer leaf was recorded; then the chamber was 

exposed to radiation, and the electrometer was charged to the 

original recorded déviation. The chamber was again connected 

to the electrometer and the drop o f the leaf was recorded. The 

electrometer scale was calibrated to  indicate directly the dose 

o f gamma radiation in rôntgen (r)* or millirôntgen (mr) units.

Fig. 1 Probe, (a) for radiation source, (b) for ionization chambers 

La sonde, (a) pour la source du rayonnement, (b) pour les 
chambres ionisantes

quantity o f  cobalt 60 is small. The work is quite safe a t a 

distance of, a t least, 50 cm from the radiation source.

F or measuring the dose o f  transm itted energy we can use 

‘thimble cham bers’ : the charge of a chamber being determined 

by the use of an electrometer.

The thimble chamber is essentially a well insulated condenser 

which is charged on a known potential. I f  a beam o f gamma

Fig. 3 Probe for density détermination 

La sonde à densité

Calibration

As a result o f these laboratory tests we have a procédure 

which can be used in the field without any changes. The 

détermination o f the sand density is obtained with a  spécial 

probe which is in the form  of a fork. The probe, shown in 

Fig. 3, consists o f two brass tubes, each 100 cm long, with 

outside diameter 3 cm and wall thickness 0-2 cm. The tubes 

are fastened together by means o f a Steel sheet: a t the lower end 

it has a form of swallow tail and is provided with a  sharp edge; 

the upper end is fitted for attachm ent to  the drill rods. This 

arrangement ensures stiffness o f the set and the distance of 

30 cm between tubes.

The probe is forced into the tested sand, then the container 

with cobalt 60 is lowered into one tube and the container with 

charged thimble chambers into the other. The chambers are 

exposed, and after a certain time drawn out and their charge 

measured. From  the discharge o f the chamber the dose of 

transm itted radiation can be stated. By means o f the known 

calibration curve it is possible then to State the density o f sand 

corresponding to the measured dose o f radiation.

The calibration curve has been plotted according to the

* One rôntgen is that quantity of gamma rays which produce 1 
electrostatic unit of electricity of either sign in 1 cm3 of dry air at 0“ C. 
and 1 atm pressure.
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results o f calibration tests made with dry and saturated sand. 

For the calibration uniform sand with V  =  4 and D I0 =  1 mm 

was used; spécifié gravity 2-665 g/cm3; porosity in Ioosest state 

48 per cent and porosity in densest state 33 -2 per cent.

The arrangement for calibration is shown in Fig. 4. The 

calibration was made in a Steel cylindrical tank, volume 100 

litres. The sand in the tank had been compacted with a 

vibrator on différent densities. The probe had been forced 

into the sand by a static loading, so that the radiation source 

was 25 cm below the surface o f the soil. The disturbance of 

the actual density around the tube could be disregarded, this 

being on the one hand minimal, and on the other hand the same 

by calibration and by the test in the field.

The relation between time, density o f sand and dose of radia

tion gamma was investigated : the results o f tests are shown in

arrangement cmployed here, and depends not only on the real 

absorption but also on scattering and secondary émission 

effects. This phenomenon is more complex and has not yet 
been studied thoroughly.

Theoretically the absorption of gamma radiation does not

Fig. 4 Arrangement for calibration 

L'arrangement d’étalonnage

Fig. 5. From  the diagram it is evident that the relation 

between the dose o f radiation and time is a straight line, within 

the range investigated. In  the illustration is plotted also the 

resuit for water. The aim o f these tests was to determine the 

necessary time o f exposure o f ionization chambers to the more 

expressive distinction o f doses which are stating the density of 

sand. The exposure is longer, the dose is greater and the 

method is more accurate. It has been shown that for a source 

of 2 me cobalt 60 and distance o f the tubes 30 cm 16 to 24 hours 

of exposure was necessary.

In Fig. 6 is plotted the relation between the dose of gamma 

radiation in m r units and density o f dry and water saturated 

sand. The relation is a straight line with the same tangent for 

dry and saturated sand, but the line for the saturated sand is 

somewhat moved up. The line o f dry sand intersects almost 

exactly the point which belongs to water: no reliable explana- 

tion for this behaviour is apparent. It seems that the coefficient 

of line absorption is not constant for the particular géométrie

depend on the chemical composition o f sand or on size and 

shape o f grains: this has still to be studied experimentally 

before a général law can be stated, but if  that is known it will 

be possible to  use this method for the détermination o f  sand 

density. It is recommended that a new calibration curve

Dose mr units
"g2-3 f 5,° ,5.° 20.° 25.° 30P

20

O
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Fig. 6 Relation between the dose of gamma radiation and the 
density of sand 

La relation entre la dose du rayonnement gamma et la 
densité du sable

should be fixed before testing a new sand ; also a new calibration 

curve must be fixed for each particular arrangement of testing 

probe.

The charge o f used thimble chambers was measured with 
an accuracy of 5 mr units. Sand density can be then determined
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by 16 hours exposure with accuracy 0-05 g/cm3 and by 24 hours 

exposure with accuracy 0 -03 g/cm3. This accuracy can be raised 

further by using the stronger source o f  radiation. The raising 

o f  accuracy by prolongation o f exposure time is not advisable 

as the natural leak reduces the accuracy again. The use o f a 

source o f  8 me cobalt 60 is well possible as health précautions 

need not yet be very elaborate. The use o f  a stronger source 

leads either to  shorter exposure time by the actual accuracy or 

to  the higher accuracy by the actual exposure.

Conclusions

(1) The described method can be used to determine the 

density o f  sand, dry and saturated, in its natural state.

(2) The method is based on the absorption o f gamma radia

tion which increases with increasing density o f the substance. 

As a source o f radiation 2 me cobalt 60 were used. The dose 

o f  transm itted radiation was measured by means o f ionization 

chambers (thimble chambers).

(3) W ith the testing probe used, a calibration curve was 

determined which shows the relation between the density of 

radiation in m r units and the density o f dry or saturated sand.

(4) The density accuracy obtained by an exposure o f 16 hours 

was 0-05 g/cm3, and by 24 hours 0 03 g/cm3. The sensitivity 

o f  the m ethod can be increased or the exposure time reduced 

using a stronger source o f gamma radiation.
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